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Research Objectives

The peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm is an intriguing approach for coping with 
dynamically evolving federations of loosely coupled digital libraries. In addition 
to the libraries, user agents with powerful personalized tools may participate as 
peers, too. 
Such a P2P system promises unlimited scalability, robustness to failures, 
fluctuation, and load dynamics, and also much reduced vulnerability to attacks 
and information manipulation. Peers remain autonomous and participate in the 
P2P system and collaborate on behalf of user requests at their discretion. 
In a typical scenario, a user peer would utilize its local profile to compile an 
information demand and issue queries to the library peers that most suitable 
for the given demand. The decision about where a query should be sent is 
known as query routing or database selection or resource selection.

Personalized Query Routing in Personalized Query Routing in 
PeerPeer--toto--Peer Federations of Digital LibrariesPeer Federations of Digital Libraries
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„„Leveraging the Power Leveraging the Power 
of Peerof Peer--toto--Peer SystemsPeer Systems
for Collaborative Searchfor Collaborative Search““

New Challenges

Previous work on database selection assumed a static architecture with a fairly 
small a number of data sources. The P2P scenario is different:

Peer-to-Peer is large scale and high dynamics such that the 
disermination, maintenance and effective use of statistical summaries 
about peers‘ information content entails difficult questions.
Personal Strategies for query routing based on local knowledge, query-
logs, and further user-behavior with other peers provide new 
opportunities to improve query execution.

Main Question: How can this potential be effectively exploited?

Proposed Work

Information request posed by the user can vary from keyword queries to 
structured queries (SQL or XQuery) and may include entire sessions of 
searching, browsing, annotation, classification, and refinement steps.

How to exploit the different kind of user-behavior information for the 
purpose of query routing in the distributed P2P federation?

How can and should user-behavior information be represented in a 
compact form, and where and how should it be made available - on 
demand or by proactive dissemination in a "gossiping" style? 
Once a compact representation is found, how is it used for deciding to 
which peers an information request should be sent? How do we choose 
the most suitable peers for a given query - in terms of similarity to the 
combination of query and user profile, and at the same time avoid that 
queries are redundantly sent to many peers that provide more or less the 
same information? 
What kinds of statistical models are most appropriate for matching user 
profiles and queries with the contents of peers? How expensive is their 
computation? How do we cope with the tradeoffs in expressiveness vs. 
complexity?
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Approach and Expected Outcome

Designing models and strategies for personalized query routing and 
implementing the most promising approaches in a demonstrator testbed.
The evaluation of strategies poses a critical issue and includes questions 
about appropriate datasets, data placements onto peers, workload
generation, data and system perturbation, and quality measures of 
interests. This leads to the first benchmark for query routing in P2P digital 
libraries.
An application-oriented demonstrator for personalized search on e-health 
information.
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